The third new resource is a new standard means of spanning spaces by
way of strands of steel. Tenuity, The spider spinning.
The fourth new resource is an awakened sense of Materials. Their
nature understood and revealed.
The fifth new resource is Pattern as Natural—Integral ornament. A
spiritual element no less real than the first three resources.
All five together are modern in the best sense and may be used to
create a new grasp on building we call organic. All are demanding new
significance as architecture and making architecture again natural to our
way of life in this twentieth century. But all five resources are not only
the basis for Modern Architecture in this century; altogether they are no
less a lesson to be learned by Modern Life itself, because what Life is, '
Architecture now is in this new sense.
Because of our infinite new riches in materials, because of our infinite
new power in work, notwithstanding our present educational culture-lag
and distraction, a deepening sense of life sees all these new resources at
hand at this moment as modern and sees them as the stuff our culture will
be made of.
This being the book on Work, you are in it now with me and you shall
have another talk. I had to give a great many during these idle years to
many thousands of people all over the United States. Should they seem
too much like lectures, just skip them because I know they were intended
for the young man in architecture. After all, you know, an architect is
writing this autobiography and you have no right to forget the fact.
IN THE NATURE OF MATERIALS: A PHILOSOPHY
Our vast resources are yet new; new only because architecture as
'rebirth' (perennial Renaissance) has, after five centuries of decline,
culminated in the imitation of imitations, seen in our Mrs. Plasterbuilt,
Mrs. Gablemore, and Miss Flat-top American architecture. In general, and
especially officially, our architecture is at long last completely significant
of insignificance only. We do not longer have architecture. At least no
buildings with integrity. We have only economic crimes in its name. No,
our greatest buildings are not qualified as great art, my dear Mrs. Davies,
although you do admire Washington.
If you will yet be patient for a little while—a scientist, Einstein, asked
for three days to explain the far less pressing and practical matter of
'Relativity*—we will take each of the five new resources in order, as with
the five fingers of the hand. All are new integrities to be used if we will
to make living easier and better today.
The first great integrity is a deeper, more intimate sense of reality in
building than was ever pagan—that is to say, than was ever 'Classic'. More
human than was any building ever realized in the Christian Middle Ages.
This is true although the thought that may ennoble it now has been living
in civilization for more than twenty centuries back. Later it was innate in
the simplicities of Jesus as it was organic 500 years earlier in the natural
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